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eriod of March 27 and A ril 1-4, 1980 Re ort Nos. 50-275/
80-06 and 50-323/80-03~Ad: i di p i b n 1b di pof construction and modification activities including: Licensee actions on
previous inspection findings and IE bulletins; corrective actions for Ruskinfire damper problem; moderate energy line break modifications; Unit 2 safety
related pipe support and restraint systems work observation and record review;
control room pressurization system work observation; electrical separationfield audit procedure review; an'd seismically-induced systems interaction
program examination and work observation. The inspection involved 32
inspector-hours on site by one NRC inspector.

Results: No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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DETAILS

l. Individuals Contacted

a. Pacific Gas and Electric Com an PG&E

*R. D. Etzler, Project Superintendent
*D. A. Rockwell, Resident Electrical Engineer
*M. E. Leppke, Resident Mechanical Engineer
*F. H. Russell, Resident Civil Engineer
*J. Arnold, Coordinating QA Engineer
*C. M. Seward, QA Engineer

L. Killpack, Systems Interaction Project Director

b. Pullman Power Products 'ello
T. Peirce, Document Controller

c. Others

*T. Young, NRC Resident Inspector

*Attended exit interview on April 4, 1980.

Licensee Action on Previous Ins ection Findin s

Closed 275/79-07-02 Followu Item: Non-safet related wirin
in mechanical ane s crossed rotection set trains

The licensee had inspected all safety related mechanical panels for
Units 1 and 2 as required by work authorization of February 28, 1980,
for compliance with drawing no. 050029 miscellaneous note 16. The
results of those inspections were annotated on drawing no. 101942
titled Local Instrument Panel Index - Diablo Canyon Units 1 and 2.

As a result of the panel inspections, the licensee initiated work
to separate safety related wiring positioned with five inches of
non-safety related wiring by wrapping one or the other with Scotch
7700 tape, as allowed by the FSAR. The licensee had nearly completed
work on the Unit 1 panels and work on the Unit 2 panels was just
beginning. The inspector examined documentation of the licensee's

'nspection of those completed corrective actions and sampled and
examined seven Unit 1 mechanical panels for compliance with drawing
050029, miscellaneous note 16.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Licensee Action on IE Bulletins

Bulletin 78-12; 12A and 12B: The licensee response to the identified
bul etin was submitted by letter dated December 12, 1979. The
letter appeared responsive to the bulletin required actions and was





discussed by telecon with an NRC representative in IE:Hg who stated
that the Combustion Engineering Generic report titled "Information
Request by IE Bulletin 78-12, A typical Held Material in Reactor
Pressure Vessel l<elds" was under evaluation by the staff. This
bulletin is closed.

Licensee Correction of Ruskin Fire Dam er Problem AITS:H0600545

The inspector examined the licensee's corrective actions to resolve
a problem with the spring closure of Ruskin vertical type NIBD fire
dampers in response to an IE:Hg request.

Fire dampers 1FD28 and 2FD28 were examined to verify accomplishment
of the modification specified by Ruskin drawing no. 5398 (Vertical
NIBD23 Spring Bracket Modification). The licensee had issued Field
Installation Release No. M163 to accomplish the necessary repairs
in Units 1 and 2. The certificate of compliance for the bolting
materials and the gC inspection documentation were also examined.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

Moderate Ener Line Break Modifications AITS:H06000459

The licensee had submitted letters dated September 14 and December 28, 1979
to NRR, detailing responses to an informal staff request to evaluate
the Diablo Canyon plant design for the effects of moderate energy
line breaks on equipment required for safe shutdown. A request
from IE:Hg was received by IE:RV to verify those specified modifications.

The inspector examined drawing no. 503049, Rev. 2, (Equipment and
Valve Protection for Hot Shutdown or Cold Shutdown) and licensee
work initiation forms and gC inspection requirements specified by
G93 form nos. M193, E114, E115, C12. The following modifications
were examined for compliance with drawing requirements.

a. Steel plate installation above the Unit 1 Auxiliary Feedwater
Pump turbine to protect the governor mechanism (FCV-15) from
water impingement.

b. Sheet metal spray barriers installed around the emergency trip
switches of diesel generators l-l, 1-2 and 1-3 for protection
from water in-leakage.

c. Gasket installation on the 'motor power supply terminal box
covers of centrifugal charging pumps 1-2, 2-1 and 2-2 and
component cooling water pumps 1-1, 1-3, 2-1, 2-2 and 2-3.

The licensee had recently initiated modification work for the
protection of the auxiliary salt water flow control valves to the
component cooling water heat exchangers and the modification work
on residual heat removal pump motor housings. The licensee's
engineering department was still in process of design of other
required modifications.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.
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Safet Related Pi e Su ort and Restraint S stems (Unit 2

7.

The inspe'ctor examined seven spring hangers, ten hydraulic/mechanical
seismic limiters and five fixed pipe supports of varying sizes
located in the Unit 2 containment for compliance with licensee
procedures and detail drawings. The support structures for safety
injection accumulator 2-1 and component cooling water heat exchangers
2-1 and 2-2 were also examined for compliance with drawing requirements.

The inspector examined the installation documentation, including
process sheets, snubber checklists and as-built drawings, as applicable,
for fifteen of the pipe supports identified above for compliance
with licensee procedures.
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No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

Control Room Pressurization S stem

The inspector observed the following in-process or completed work
activities for compliance with Foley quality control and installation
procedures, the ASME code and AllS-Dl.1 requirements, as applicable.

a. Ten completed flange-to-pipe or pipe-to-pipe welds.

b. Fan storage conditions and mounting activities.

c. Completed welding, anchor bolt installation and base plate
grouting on six pipe supports/restraints.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

8. Electrical Se aration Field Audit

The licensee was required to perform a plant-wide field audit of
installed electric equipment and systems, by NRR letter dated
November 30, .1979, to determine conformance with the licensee's
previously stated criteria. Enclosure 2 of that letter specified
the procedures to be used for conducting an acceptable electrical
separation field audit.

The inspector examined the licensee's procedure titled "Field Audit
of Electrical Equipment and Systems-Diablo Canyon Nuclear Power
Plant Unit 1." The procedure specified acceptance criteria were
quoted from paragraph 8.3.3 of the FSAR and the specified audit
sample conformed to that specified by the letter Enclosure 2. The
inspector observed that the procedure did not appear to have been
approved for use by, responsible engineering personnel. Licensee
representatives stated a letter would be issued approving that
procedure for use in the field. The audit was being performed by
engineering and technical support personnel who had been given
training in the criteria, standards and guides relating to the
separation of electric equipment and systems and who were not
involved in the 'design and installation of the equipment and systems
under audit.
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The inspector observed that the licensee's audit procedure did not
address those letter Enclosure 2 items regarding separation of
associated circuits and identification (marking) of associated
circuits to a level indicative of the Class IE system with which
they are associated.

Paragraph 8.3.3 of the FSAR does not address associated circuits.
Responsible licensee representatives stated that the justification
for not performing the Enclosure 2 required audits of associatpd
circuits would be included in the report of the audit results to
the NRC. The inspector brought this item to the attention of
IE: HQ.

9. Seismicall -Induced S stems Interaction Pro ram

The licensee, in response to a request from NRR, had established a
program to conduct a plant walkdown, on an area by area basis, for
the purpose of identifying and eliminating any possible detrimental
interaction between safe-shutdown equipment and non-seismically
qualified equipment that could conceivably compromise its safety
function during a seismic event. The inspection is to be performed
by an interdisciplinary team of experienced engineers.

The licensee had established a procedure for the conduct of the
program and specified acceptance criteria and the necessary documentary
controls.

The inspector observed a portion of the walkdown inside the Unit 1

containment and portions of the data recording process. The activities
appeared to be conducted as specified.

10. Exit Interview

'The inspector met with licensee representatives, denoted in paragraph 1,
at the conclusion of the inspection on April 4, 1980 and summarized
the inspection scope and findings.
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